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Disclaimer
Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this 
paper in order to specify the experimental procedure adequately.  Such 
identification is not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by NIST, 
nor is it intended to imply that the materials or equipment identified are 
necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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Introduction
Who is NIST and what do we do?



NIST is a non-regulatory agency within the 
U.S. Department of Commerce.
Mission: To promote U.S. innovation and industrial competitiveness by 
advancing measurement science, standards, and 
technology in ways that enhance economic security and improve 
our quality of life
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NIST Research Outputs

Number of published outputs as reported to Dept 
of Commerce

FY 
2020

FY 
2021

FY 
2022

NIST manuscripts 
(peer-reviewed)

1509 1419 1160

NIST Technical Series 
reports

232 225 290

Data & Software 132 128 123

1700 research outputs per FY 
need…
• Rigorous NIST review
• Author identifiers
• Section 508 compliance
• Inclusive language
• Metadata
• Public access
• Measurable impact



Outreach
How do we make sure our authors understand digital accessibility?



Internal webpages & forums

508: Did You Know?
Compilation of short accessibility tips 

organized by category

Section 508 Support
Definitions and resources on how to 

purchase, develop, and design accessible 
products

Staff forums
Monitored forums where staff can ask 

questions as issues arise



Policy
508 Action Team

• Mission
• Build awareness
• Evaluate resources
• Create resources and 

training for staff
• Deliverables

• Resources on internal 
website

• Staff forum
• Sponsored training
• Library publishing 

improvements

Technical Series 
publications

• Require use of 
compliant template

• Encourage authors to 
use accessibility 
checklist

• Provide document 
accessibility reports

Editorial review

• Train reviewers on 
accessibility topics

• Remind authors to use 
color contrast analyzer 
tools (for accessibility 
and also for people who 
print out a B&W copy of 
a paper)

• Remind authors to 
create alt-text

2024 policy updates

• Require 508 compliance 
for all outputs before 
approval and publishing

• Require web authors to 
take web accessibility 
training



Training
External training

Online training
Department of Commerce

Online training
General Services Administration (GSA)

Online training
Commercial products (e.g., 

Microsoft, Adobe)

Internal training

Webinars
Hosted by NIST Research Library during 

monthly publishing training sessions

Video demos
Short videos to guide authors on how to 

make their documents 508 compliant

Engaging discussions
Sessions where authors share 

solutions and resources



Tools
What do we give our authors so they can DIY?



Research outputs

Adobe Acrobat accessibility 
reports

Checklist for NIST technical 
series publications

Microsoft Accessibility 
Checker LaTeX PDF tagging

Accessible color palettes for 
data visualization programs

Check color contrast of text 
and visuals Alt text examples

Credit: Reprinted from Chemical & Engineering News, 
copyright © 2018 American Chemical Society/Manny 
I. Fox Morone. The article and image were first 
published on September 9, 2018 and appeared in Vol. 
96, I 36.



Web 
authoring

Siteimprove webpage 
accessibility tracker WCAG Checklist

GSA guide to accessible 
web design

Internal Drupal 
documentation



Supporting tools

Video captioning Accessible meetings Purchasing accessible 
electronic products & services



Impact
Where can we see improvement and growth?



In the Numbers

4000
webpage views

45% increase
in accessible 

NIST TechPubs

180
authors attended 

training

6000
machine-readable 

articles in PMC



Accessibility & language
Inclusive language Plain language

Inclusive and plain language make outputs accessible and welcoming to everyone.
Don’t forget to pay attention to the language in alt text for visuals!



Accessible outputs 
help everyone!
• plain language makes it easier 

for all readers to understand 
your writing

• good alt-text helps explain a 
complicated graph to everyone

• attributes along with color 
makes it possible for a reader to 
interpret a chart or diagram that 
was printed in black and white

Credit: Giangreco, M. F. (2021). Absurdities and Realities of Special Education [Online digital archive]. 
University of Vermont Libraries, Center for Digital Initiatives:



NIST Section 508 Action Team
The Section 508 Action Team  is composed of representatives from the 
Equal Employment Opportunity and Accessibility Office, the Research 
Library, the Office of Information Systems Management, the Public 
Affairs Office, and NIST Labs.  If you would like to learn more about our 
work, please email us at 508@nist.gov.
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